
Copyright Prosecution
“The IP team at Vision & Associates is led by Dzung Nguyen.
The firm is recommended for trade mark and copyright work. A
client  notes  that  practitioners  at  the  firm  are
“professional, responsive and communicate well”. IP deputy
director  Hung  Do  handles  trade  mark  registration  and
contentious  matters.  Also  in  the  soft  IP  team  are  Hong
Nguyen;  Ha  Nguyen,  a  deputy  director  who  works  on
prosecution; and Quan Nguyen, who assists with enforcement
actions. Clients of the firm include Yahoo! and Sony.”

IP Stars, Trademark & Copyright Editorial 2018

Intellectual  property  is  more  than  just  patents,  designs,
trademarks and copyrights, it is often the foundation of many
for building a strong business and critical assets in many
more. How you define, register and protect your innovation and
creativity are strategic bottom-line issues in today’s market,
not only in Vietnam but in a wider market, to create and
maintain your competing edge. We understand the issues and can
help you register, protect and use your intellectual property.

Our Team

We have a team of copyright lawyers who have a wealth of
experience and knowledge, not only in the local intellectual
property/ copyright laws but also in the international laws
and conventions that govern the procurement and enforcement of
copyrights worldwide. With those, we can assist clients in
establishing,  maintaining,  and  enforcing  copyrights  in
Vietnam.  We  provide  practical  guidance  and  precision  in
translation and other services needed during the registration
process.  Rather  than  simply  communicating  problems  and
impediments, we create and provide clients with solutions.
Above all, our team is known to be the first choice in the
sector in Vietnam.

https://vision-associates.com/copyright-prosecution/


Our Services

We advise and assist clients in determining the protection
possibilities,  counselling  on  registration  and  other  steps
that  can  yield  significant  advantages  in  licensing  and
protecting copyrights. Our services in this area include:

Copyrightability advice;
Research for ownership and protectability issues;
Advice on registration, use and protection;
Agreement negotiation and preparation for the creation,
ownership, licensing, purchase, sale or collection of
royalties  (under  copyright  licenses)  of  copyright
material;
Infringement  advice  and  anti-piracy  (including  taking
legal action against infringers); and
Copyright dispute litigation.

Our Clients

Our  clients  in  this  area  include  Population  Service
International, IDG Ventures Vietnam, Apave Vietnam & Southeast
Asia,  Heritage  Snacks  &  Foods,  LG  Electronics,  Sony
Corporation,  Yahoo!,  etc..


